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ABSTRACT
Blockchains face many challenges in time, among which the ever-
growing storage needs for blockchains’ data. In particular, Ethereum
is quickly approaching the 1 TB storage limit for a node, what may
significantly reduce the candidates able to run an Ethereum fulln-
ode. In this paper, we propose a new synchronization and storage
strategy for Ethereum that takes full advantage of the Distributed
Hash Table implemented in all clients but left unused. By digging
into the history of Ethereum’s synchronization and storage strate-
gies, we justify why such distribution of storage duties among peers
makes much sense today. We implemented our solution in the offi-
cial Ethereum client Geth and validated its smooth operation on a
private Ethereum instance. Our solution can save around 60% of
the storage of a node (360 GB) which represents a total of 12 PB of
data at the network scale, while being fully backward compatible
with current clients.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Peer-to-peer networks; • Computer systems
organization→ Peer-to-peer architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It is widely acknowledged that blockchains are distributed systems
with high resource consumption. In September 2022, Ethereum
vastly reduced its computation cost by successfully moving from a
proof-of-work to a new proof-of-stake consensus mechanism. How-
ever, computational resources are not the only ones consumed by
an Ethereum node. Network and storage resources are also needed
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to exchange and store the blockchain data (blocks, transactions,
etc.). The present paper is focused on the storage dimension in
Ethereum.

Indeed, as an append-only data structure that is replicated on
every peer, the amount of data to be stored to allow a node to run
the blockchain is always increasing with its usage. In November
2022, an Ethereum node that joins the blockchain needs to store
approximately 600 GB of data (representing both cold data – old
blocks and receipts –, hot data and additional data structures). Thus,
a new node needs between one and two days to synchronize with
the head of the blockchain on a gigabit Internet connection. Our
concern is that the 1 TB cap of requested storage capacity is quickly
approaching and comes with the risk that many nodes that compose
today the Ethereum system and ensure its resilience may leave
rather than invest in new storage capacities. Beyond the short run
1 TB-wall issue, the storage of blockchain data remains a critical
problem in the long run that can endanger their sustainability in
time if not mitigated.

In this paper, we propose an elegant way to reduce the storage
needs of an Ethereum node by leveraging Ethereum’s Distributed
Hash Table to distribute the storage of old blocks and receipts (also
called cold data). Indeed, Ethereum’s peer-to-peer (P2P) network is
based on a well-known architecture named Kademlia [4] that can
efficiently retrieve data at the P2P network level with a logarith-
mic complexity. However, while fully functional, Ethereum’s DHT
(Distributed Hash Table) is under-exploited so far and only used to
list contacts (known nodes) but not to store any blockchain data.
To understand why, we explain how blockchain synchronization is
currently performed in the official client Go Ethereum (Geth). In
particular, we remind the history of the synchronization strategies
adopted in Ethereum and explain why the distribution of the stor-
age makes much sense today, blocks being no more executed since
genesis block by a new node. We then describe our solution, which
is fully backward compatible with current clients and do not affect
any core mechanism of the Ethereum blockchain. We provide an
implementation of our new synchronization mechanism exploiting
Ethereum’s DHT in Geth. Our evaluation on a private Ethereum
instance prove the validity of the solution. When applied to an
Ethereum peer, our solution saves ∼60% of the storage of a node
(360 GB) which represents a total of 12 PB of data at the network
scale.

Our contributions are thus manifold.

(1) We present a comprehensive analysis of Ethereum’s past and
current storage and synchronization strategies based on our
investigation of the source code;
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(2) We propose and evaluate a new synchronization strategy that
fully takes advantage of Ethereum’s DHT wasted potential;

(3) We provide the source code1 of our implementation in Geth
for an easier integration of our work by the community.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys
the previous work conducted on the problematic of data storage
in blockchain systems. Section 3 presents our understanding of
Ethereum’s data storage and synchronization strategies. Then, Sec-
tion 4 describes the new architecture we propose to synchronize
a node and limit its storage needs by leveraging Ethereum’s DHT.
Section 5 presents an evaluation of the proposed strategy on a pri-
vate Ethereum instance composed of modified Geth clients. Section
6 discusses the potential impact of our solution regarding the secu-
rity of the Ethereum’s blockchain. Finally, Section 7 concludes the
paper and presents our future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
Surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge, no study so far seems to
address the problematic of the increasing storage needs of Ethereum
nodes. In the literature, the problematic of storage in Ethereum is
only seen from the user perspective rather than the system itself. In
particular, papers are interested in how to predict [17] and optimize
[7] the cost of data that are stored in Smart Contracts. On this
specific orthogonal problematic, IPFS (InterPlanetary File System,
which is also based on Kademlia) is often leveraged by applications
to offload data from Smart Contracts on this external distributed
storage service [11, 12], even if its reliability compared to the in-
blockchain storage and hidden costs can be questioned.

On the more general problematic of blockchain’s data storage
at the system level, [18] propose to offload the storage of Bitcoin’s
transactions on IPFS. While this approach may seem close to ours,
we think that it is a bad idea, in particular regarding Ethereum. In
fact, while we know that the Ethereum P2P network is large enough,
well distributed and stable [5] to be considered reliable, the IPFS
instance that must be created to store blockchain’s data must prove
such properties. Moreover, IPFS being a general purpose distributed
file system, many features proposed by IPFS are not needed to store
blockchain’s data. Ethereum already providing a fully functional
Kademlia DHT does not have interest to rely on another one which
integration will be more difficult and put backward compatibility
at risk.

The authors of [1] evaluate scalability issues of Ethereum and
precisely identify the data storage in the long run as a critical prob-
lem. They did not recommend any solution but think that the use
of Sharding, as considered by Ethereum developers, is a possible
solution to overcome this challenge. In a few words, Sharding is
inherited from the world of distributed databases: the blockchain is
split into shards, and subsets of validators are randomly assigned
to each shard to validate transactions. So, Sharding goes beyond
the simple distribution of storage and also encompass the paral-
lel execution of transactions. According to [13] this introduces a
new challenge to guarantee that critical data is published and stays
available for as long as it is relevant to prevent unique fault attri-
bution. The authors suggest two partial solutions to this issue and
state that more research is still needed before a reliable large scale
1https://github.com/jpeisenbarth/go-ethereum/tree/DHT-storage

deployment of such architecture. The authors of [3] analyzed the
performance of several prototypes of Ethereum 2.0 clients deployed
on the Medalla Test Network that implement the Sharding feature.
They witness different behaviors between clients and many stability
issues. So there is a real need to improve the current Ethereum pro-
tocol while the next version is in heavy development. The solution
we propose may also be complementary to Sharding and integrated
in Ethereum 2.0.

3 BACKGROUND ON SYNCHRONIZATION
AND STORAGE IN GETH

In this section, we provide a comprehensive description of
Ethereum’s synchronization and storage strategies. Unfortunately,
there is no proper documentation on these aspects, so we had to
investigate the Geth client source code and some informal technical
writings of the developers to understand these aspects.

3.1 Data structures in Geth
Abstractly, Ethereum is not only a simple distributed ledger but also
a distributed state machine based on the execution (or application)
of transactions. This state machine uses different types of data for
its operation, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The current state of Ethereum is calledworld state and the update
of this state is done by applying the set of transactions contained
in the last accepted block that was created. The world state is
composed of all the accounts created, knowing that an account
is the association of a user’s address or a smart contract with an
account state. In the case of a user account, there is no associated
code, so the hash of the code is the hash of the empty character
string. For a smart contract account, it is the hash of the bytecode
to be executed by the Ethereum Virtual Machine, i.e. the execution
environment present on every node in the P2P network. When
a new block is created, which transactions may involve crypto-
currency exchanges as well as calls to smart contract functions, all
the nodes in the network must generate the new world state and,
when a block-level consensus is reached, all the nodes then share
the same universal state. This is why Ethereum is sometimes called
a distributed world computer.

In addition to the world state, we must also store the transactions
received from the blocks of the blockchain. Major elements of
a transaction include the price in gas to execute it, the address
of the recipient (which can be a smart contract) and the value
of the transaction. Then, an intermediate object is generated and
manipulated by users, called a receipt. It is an object that represents
the result of a transaction encapsulated in a block, including a
digital fingerprint of the transaction, its block number, the quantity
of gas used and, if a smart contract is deployed, its address.

Basically, the data structure used in Geth is a tree combining two
other types of trees: the Merkle tree and the PATRICIA tree. This
tree provides a key-value data structure based on common prefixes
(thanks to the PATRICIA tree) and allows easy integrity checking
by comparing the hash of the root (thanks to the Merkle tree). The
Merkle tree is a classical data structure used in distributed systems.
It is built as follows: the leaves of the tree are the hashes of each
of the initial data, then these hashes are concatenated two by two
(binary tree) to form the parent node and so on until the root of the

https://github.com/jpeisenbarth/go-ethereum/tree/DHT-storage
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tree. This root is then securely exchanged between the parts of the
distributed system to effectively verify the integrity of the data set:
a single modification of any data results in a different hash of the
root. The PATRICIA tree is a type of prefix tree used to represent
an associative array. It is a compact structure in which each node
having only one child is merged with the latter. It allows search,
insertion and deletion operations to be performed in O(log2 𝑁 ),
N being the number of stored elements2. Figure 1 illustrates a
simplified example of a Merkle-Patricia tree as implemented by
Ethereum (the size of the key is reduced for the sake of readability,
normal size is 32 bytes).

Root node

Pointer

Simplified World state

3 F 3 2 32 ETH

Branch node

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Leaf node

End of key Value
F32 32 ETH

Key Value

Node

Pointer

Branch node

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

1 5 8 A 3 C 0.3 ETH

1 5 8 A E 6 1 ETH

1 5

1 5 F 3 8 2 4 ETH

Keccak256
Hash of the root

node

Prefix

15

Prefix

A

9 A B C D E F8

Leaf node

End of key Value
382 4 ETH

Leaf node

End of key Value
C 0.3 ETH

Leaf node

End of key Value
6 1 ETH

Figure 1: Simplified example of a Merkle-Patricia tree, in-
spired by the work of Lee Thomas [15].

In Figure 2, we show the links between these structures and the
content of a block. We observe that a block is composed of three
elements, namely its header, the list of transactions and the list
of known uncles blocks3. The block header is composed of many
elements, and we won’t detail all of them here. MixHash and Nonce
are related to the proof of work (to verify that the crypto-puzzle
is well solved). The allowed gas limit and the total gas used in
this block are also stored in the header. The hashes of the Merkle-
PATRICIA tree roots of the accounts, transactions and receipts
contained in the block are added in the header so that a peer of the
network receiving this block can verify that when he applies the
transactions on his own world state, he gets the same state.

This Merkle-PATRICIA tree, despite its optimized structure,
shows its limits in terms of access performance. Indeed, the
Ethereum blockchain is constantly growing, and despite the stor-
age of databases on SSD, the numerous accesses to data structures
required to apply the contents of a block are beginning to be prob-
lematic for the performance of the clients, especially during the
2As announced by the Geth developers, but in practice this should be put into perspec-
tive that the number of elements in the tree can be much larger than the key size, k,
and the complexity of the string comparison O(𝑘 )
3As a reminder, these are the other blocks at the same level that share the same parent

synchronization phase that could take more than a week. This is
why developers have introduced a new flat data structure allowing
a O(1) access complexity, called Snapshot. This is the complete view
of the Ethereum state at a given block of the current epoch.

In the next subsection, wewill see the different synchronization’s
mode of a Geth node and in particular its new default mode, snap,
which takes advantage of this Snapshot data structure.

3.2 Synchronization modes of Geth
The Geth client offers two main synchronization modes: Snap (the
default mode since 2021) and Full.

Snap. The synchronization of a new node in snapmode proceeds
as follows :

• download and verification of block headers;
• download of all block bodies/receipts and in parallel down-
load of raw data from the world state (leaves of the Merkle-
PATRICIA tree) and build of the tree;

• heal the tree to prepare for newly arriving data (healing
phase).

This mode also saves state checkpoints, but not all states. Snap
mode takes advantage of the Snapshot structure to speed up the
synchronization of a new node, because it retrieves states directly
(without re-executing the entire history of transactions) from the
other peers who quickly access these states via the Snapshot data
structure. Before the introduction of the Snapshot structure, retriev-
ing states from the other peers took much longer, because of the
slower access time of the Merkle-PATRICIA tree. Once the syn-
chronization is finished (i.e. it has caught up with the head of the
blockchain) the node switches to the Full mode described hereafter.

To better understand the history of synchronization modes in
Geth, the Snap synchronization mode now replaces the former Fast
mode (default mode between 2017 v1.6.0 and 2021 v1.10.0). The idea
was the same, i.e. to download directly the world state from other
nodes without executing all the blocks since genesis, what took
too much time at some point. The difference lies in the absence of
the Snapshot data structure at the time that has for consequence
a slower retrieval of state data to be sent to the joining peer and
resulting in several days of synchronization time.

Full. The Full mode is the classic mode of synchronization for a
blockchain and was the only mode available until 2017 (v1.6.0). It
offers all the expected guarantees and consists in requesting all the
blocks, checking their origin and the proof of work (or other proof
if appropriate) and re-executing all the transactions they contain to
update the world state accordingly. All the intermediate states since
the genesis block are not kept, but the node can retain some state
save points. Periodically the node cleans up the data pertaining
to the previous states and, if needed, re-executes the transactions
between the nearest state checkpoint and the target state. Histori-
cally, the Full synchronization was the only mode available, and it
allowed the most rigorous verification of the blockchain data at the
expense of a very long synchronization time (more than one week
before Fast or Snap modes) that became unbearable with time and
the continuous growth of the blockchain. This mode can however
still be set manually for a joining node.
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Figure 2: High-level picture of Ethereum data structures

3.3 Data storage in Geth
As said before, the Merkle-PATRICIA tree is the data structure used
to store the world state, the transactions in a block, the receipts of
the transactions and the storage data of an account. In Geth, this
structure is implemented using two key-value databases: LevelDB
and FreezerDB. LevelDB is used for storing items (blocks, headers,
receipts, etc.) that are regularly read or changed. In practice, it is
the storage of 3 epochs (an epoch is composed of 30,000 blocks,
so the last 90,000 blocks for LevelDB). Beyond this threshold, the
elements are transferred to the FreezerDB database for their long-
term storage, in which access is very rare and modifications are
impossible (append-only because the blockchain is considered ossi-
fied at this level). In Geth, LevelDB is also called Key-Value Store
while FreezerDB is also called Ancient Store. Given the respective
properties of these two databases, LevelDB data is described as hot
data (storage intended on SSD) and FreezerDB data is described as
cold data (storage intended on HDD).

In order to measure the size of a node’s storage, we ran a new
Geth node synchronization by default (Snap mode) in July 2022.
This sync lasted about 26hr and the storage size reached almost 600
GB. A summary provided by Geth’s DB Inspect tool is available
in Table 1. We can observe that the storage of blocks bodies and
receipt lists in FreezerDB accounts for about 60% (358.9 GB) of the
total storage (597.14 GB). As we saw earlier, this type of data is not
intended to be accessed regularly but only read when a new node
asks for data, and written to store new data but older than 3 Epochs.
This data can ultimately be used to replay all transactions and to
generate a new state when a problem occurs. However, this storage

is far less useful in the daily operation of the blockchain since the
addition of Fast and Snap synchronization modes.

In addition, we also noticed that the size of our node’s storage
(shown in Table 1), once synchronized, increased faster than ex-
pected. The new blockchain data did not fully explain this growth.
According to Etherscan4, the trend of undue increase is due to data
leakage in data structures which represent 50 GB per month. Only
an offline cleaning (geth snapshot prune-state) can fix this.

To conclude this part, since the vast majority of nodes do not
validate transactions since the genesis block anymore, there is
no need for all nodes to store all blocks anymore. FreezerDB’s
characteristics make it an ideal candidate for distributing its data
in the DHT to save on peer storage. This is described in the next
section.

4 NEW STORAGE AND SYNCHRONIZATION
STRATEGY

4.1 Motivation
Based on our observations in Section 3, we propose to efficiently
distribute FreezerDB’s storage, in particular the blocks bodies and
receipt lists5, on all the peers of the network by using the fully
functional yet under exploited Ethereum’s Kademlia DHT. This will
drastically decrease the storage capacity needed to run an Ethereum
node. Our solution does not concern the data stored in LevelDB, as

4https://etherscan.io/chartsync/chaindefault
5In the rest of this paper, we will omit the receipts lists storage and only mention block
bodies for convenience, but the very same storage strategy can be applied to receipt
lists

https://etherscan.io/chartsync/chaindefault
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Table 1: Stored data of a newly synchronized Geth node, July
14th 2022 (sync time is 26hr).

Database Category Size (GB) Share (%)

LevelDB Blocks headers 0.05 0.01

LevelDB Blocks bodies 7.41 1.24

LevelDB Receipts lists 5.95 1.00

LevelDB Smart Contracts codes 3.88 0.65

LevelDB Trees’ nodes 130.93 21.93

LevelDB account Snapshot 8.66 1.45

LevelDB Storage Snapshot 55.25 9.25

FreezerDB Blocks headers 7.22 1.21

FreezerDB Blocks bodies 242.17 40.55

FreezerDB Receipts lists 116.73 19.55

Total 578.25 96.84

FreezerDB’s block bodies and 358.90 60.10
receipts lists

LevelDB Total 230.21 38.55

FreezerDB Total 366.93 61.45

Total (LevelDB + FreezerDB) 597.14 100.00

these are necessary for the generation of a new state and can be
often modified, thus must remain available locally on every peer.
As discussed earlier, a node that wishes to update its world state
needs its previous world state and the last known consensus block
that has not yet been integrated. Therefore, we consider that each
peer in the network should keep all blocks that have not yet been
transferred to FreezerDB.

Why the implementation of Kademlia was unused so far in
Ethereum remains an open question. Kademlia being one of the
most optimized P2P architecture, it may feel natural to implement
it when aiming to build a P2P network. However, Ethereum does
not even benefit from Kademlia’s efficient routing properties as
Ethereum’s live data (blocks, transactions) are sent by the mean
of another layer of unstructured P2P network using a gossip-like
dissemination strategy. Our guess is that Kademlia [10] was initially
thought to be used to store blockchain’s data before realizing that
every peer must store all the data in the early phase of a blockchain
and Kademlia became useless under the initial Full synchronization
mode that used to build everything from the genesis block. Another
reason might be that DHTs are inherently vulnerable to localized
Sybil attacks [4] that can potentially take the control over the stored
information [8, 14], which may have frightened the developers. But
several prevention mechanisms exist and have been proven efficient
to avoid such attacks [2, 5].

4.2 New synchronization mode based on the
DHT

The new synchronization mode we propose has two sides. The first
one consists for a new node to only ask for ancient blocks that
are in its tolerance zone which defines its responsibility regarding
the new distributed storage of blockchain data. To compute the
distance defining the tolerance zone of a node, we naturally use
the XOR distance function, inherited from Kademlia, between the
network ID of the peers (which as a reminder is the Keccak256
hash of the peer’s ECDSA public key) and the Keccak256 hash of
the block headers. Thus, we can define a distance threshold below
which a peer becomes responsible for the storage of regarding
blocks, guaranteeing a given replication factor, i.e. a number of
peers responsible for the same block in order to ensure that all
blocks are effectively stored by several peers, making the system
more robust to churn and attacks. Once a peer is synchronized, it
will use the very same metric throughout its life to know when data
older than 3 epochs in LevelDB must be moved locally in FreezerDB
or simply deleted to save storage space.

The other side of the new synchronization mode consists in
requesting blockchain data to relevant peers only from the DHT
perspective (i.e. close neighbors), as illustrated in Figure 3. This
may seem natural, but the transition phase will inevitably mix both
synchronization modes for a time and a node may choose to either
get all the blocks it needs from a couple of classical full nodes or to
exploit the DHT storage. The new synchronization mode is fully
backward compatible with current clients. A full node can iterate
over the DHT to retrieve all the blockchain data if necessary, as
illustrated in Figure 4, while a node synchronizing through the
DHT can ask a full node for the data it must store, as illustrated in
Figure 3.

New peer starting a reduced
synchronization by DHT

(--syncFromDHT --storeInDHT)

Common
prefix range

Sync from local DHT
neighbors (preferred)
and/or from full nodes

DHT node Full node (legacy)

Hot
Data

Cold
Data

Data structures /
Snapshot (states)

Hot
Data

Cold
Data

Data structures /
Snapshot (states)

Hot
Data

Cold
Data

Data structures /
Snapshot (states)

Figure 3: Illustration of a node doing a reduced synchroniza-
tion over the DHT space (our proposal to spare storage space)

Another side-benefit of our solution is that it will better distribute
the load established by a joining peer over the network. Figure
5 shows the number of blocks in percentage sent by the peers
contacted during a default (Snap) synchronization. We can see that
most of the packets are sent by only a few peers. The most prolific
peer was responsible for approximately 12% of the blocks sent to
the synchronizing peers. The top 10% of the most prolific peers (35
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New peer starting a complete
synchronization by DHT

(--syncFromDHT)

Common
prefix range

Complete sync from full
nodes or DHT nodes

over the address space

Hot
Data

Cold
Data

Data structures /
Snapshot (states)

DHT node Full node (legacy)

Hot
Data

Cold
Data

Data structures /
Snapshot (states)

Hot
Data

Cold
Data

Data structures /
Snapshot (states)

Figure 4: Illustration of a node doing a complete synchro-
nization over the DHT space

peers) are responsible for 85.21% of the blocks sent. This tendency
was confirmed by several experiments of default synchronization.
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Figure 5: Percentage of total blocks sent by the contacted
peers during a synchronization

4.3 Expected storage gain
The Ethereum P2P network can save a lot of storage space by adopt-
ing this new synchronization strategy. Given a storage size of block
bodies and receipt lists in FreezerDB of 358.9 GB (see Table 1), Table
2 shows the expected storage gain for a single peer and for the en-
tire P2P network. For the calculation of the gain on FreezerDB, we
also took into account the storage of block headers (in FreezerDB)
which storage is fixed on each peer. The first column in Table 2 de-
fines the common prefix between a node and a data. The longer the
prefix, the shorter the tolerance zone and the lower the replication
factor. The red row represents the current state of the storage in the
Ethereum’s P2P network, while the blue row represents the state
of the storage if our proposal is adopted. For a replication factor
of 1125, i.e. 1125 nodes responsible for storing the same block, the
expected long-term storage gain on a fullnode is about 95% (and
about 58% gain on the total peer storage). Being given an Ethereum
network composed of about 36000 nodes (according to the data
from [5]), this represents a total gain of 12 PB of data at the network
scale.

Table 2: Theoretical gain on a fullnode’s storage.

Prefix
(bits)

Repli-
cation
factor

Storage of
block

bodies and
receipts

lists (single
peer)

Gain on
Freez-
erDB

Total
gain

(single
peer)

0 36 000 358.90 GB 0.00% 0.00%

1 18 000 179.45 GB 48.91% 30.05%

2 9000 ∼89.73 GB 73.36% 45.08%

3 4500 ∼44.87 GB 85.58% 52.59%

4 2250 ∼22.44 GB 91.70% 56.35%

5 1125 ∼11.22 GB 94.75% 58.22%

6 563 ∼5.61 GB 96.28% 59.16%

7 282 ∼2.81 GB 97.05% 59.63%

8 141 ∼1.41 GB 97.43% 59.87%

9 71 ∼0.71 GB 97.62% 59.98%

10 36 ∼0.36 GB 97.71% 60.04%

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Implementation in Geth (proof of concept)
At the node discovery protocol level, Geth implements two versions,
called “Discv4" and “Discv5". In 2022, the “Discv4" protocol is the
only one used, “Discv5" being a planned evolution still waiting for
a mass deployment. We will not detail exhaustively the differences
between these two versions, but we had to use “Discv5" for our
proof of concept, because in “Discv4" the peers are erroneously
identified by their public keywhereas in “Discv5", they are identified
by their network ID (Keccak256 hash of the public key), as it should
be.

As discussed in section 3, Geth uses two databases, namely Lev-
elDB for all operations and FreezerDB for long-term storage. We
have modified the storage requirements of the latter. For this proof
of concept, we focused only on the storage of block bodies. The
principle remains the same and is also applicable to receipts lists.

We have thus implemented two new options, summarized in
Table 3, in the Geth client for which we provide the modified source
code6. The first option retrieves the desired blocks only from peers
that are responsible for them (see Figure 4), the second retrieves only
the blocks a peer is responsible for (using the distance function).
These two options can be combined to allow the client to work
as we intended in our new solution, i.e. retrieve the blocks from
peers responsible for the blocks our client needs to store due to its
network ID (see Figure 3).

Specifically, there are two main functions we modified to imple-
ment our proposal. First, in file core/rawdb/ chain_freezer.go,
the function freezeRange is modified to make the client
store only the blocks it is responsible for. Second, in file
eth/downloader/queue.go, the function Schedule is modified to
6https://github.com/jpeisenbarth/go-ethereum/tree/DHT-storage/README.md

https://github.com/jpeisenbarth/go-ethereum/tree/DHT-storage/README.md
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Table 3: Summary of Geth’s new options

Option Description
--syncFromDHT allows the client to contact only the peers

responsible for a desired block
--storeInDHT allows the client to request only the blocks

for which it is responsible for storage

make the client send a block download request only to another node
responsible for its storage (thanks to the XOR distance operation).

To verify that our proof-of-concept works as intended and to
evaluate the execution time and storage gain, we conducted the
following experiment. We deployed 16 Geth nodes (unmodified) in
a private P2P network. Their NodeIDs were forced7 to achieve a
uniform distribution of peers over the DHT address space despite
their small number. The common prefix is set to 4 bits, which results
in a replication factor of 1. In this configuration, each of the 16 nodes
is solely responsible for the blocks it stores. The arrangement of
the 16 nodes is illustrated in Figure 6. We also deployed a bootnode
so that peers discover and connect to each other among the private
instance. In addition, we generated about 7,500 blocks to populate
our test instance of Ethereum, representing 1.4 GB of data, which
we preloaded onto the 16 clients. The experiment finally consists
in inserting a test node, running our modified Geth client with
different combinations of the new options, joining our test network
and synchronizing, i.e. downloading the blocks it needs.

0000 0001111
1

Figure 6: Forced placement of our 16 nodes in the DHT, par-
titioning uniformly the address space

5.2 Case of a complete synchronization by DHT
(--syncFromDHTmode)

Our first evaluation concerns a classical synchronization when
the synchronizing node will only request blocks from the peer
responsible for the regarding blocks according to its location in
the DHT. Thus, the node evaluates, according to the hash of the
blocks’ header, which peer(s) to contact to retrieve a particular
block. Figure 7 shows the node retrieval of all the blocks, but in
Figure 8, we observe that, unlike a classic synchronization (Figure
5), all peers in the small test network contribute uniformly to send
these blocks. Of course in the real network all peers will not be
7using this program we developed https://github.com/jpeisenbarth/go-ethereum/tree/
DHT-storage

contacted but, with a prefix length of 5 bits as we proposed, at least
32 nodes will be contacted to synchronize a new node willing to
store all the blockchain’s data. This experiment also proves the
backward compatibility of our approach.
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Figure 7: Cumulative block packets received by the joining
node asking for all blockchain’s data through the DHT.

5.3 Case of a reduced synchronization by DHT
(--syncFromDHT --storeInDHTmode)

Our second experiment shows the validity of our new synchroniza-
tion solution. The node that joins our private P2P network only
requests the blocks for which it is responsible. As a reminder, this
means that these are the blocks which header hash is close to its
own NodeID, in the sense of DHT distance mentioned in section 4.
Figure 9 shows that the node requires far fewer blocks to download
and thus synchronizes faster8, namely 7 seconds instead of 27 s.
We also observe in Figure 10 that only one peer is requested, as
expected, which is due to our test configuration with a replication
factor equal to one. In this configuration, the node that synchro-
nizes takes advantage of a massive storage gain compared to the
previous synchronization modes.

Table 4 summarizes the characteristics we observed during our
evaluation. We also calculated the Median Absolute Deviation
(MAD) of the number of block packets downloaded by the syn-
chronizing client, and it clearly shows that the use of the DHT
allows a more homogeneous workload. Please note that in the case
of the reduced synchronization, the standard deviation calculation
does not really apply, because in our experiment there is only one
node able to send packets to the synchronizing node.

6 DISCUSSION ON THE BLOCKCHAIN’S
SECURITY

We want to discuss the potential impact of our solution on the
blockchain’s security to convince the reader of its safety. One may
think that our solution may threaten the overall security of the
Ethereum’s blockchain by reducing the replication factor of old
blocks to the whole network to a subpart of it. We must justify the
safety of our solution against two main threats: the partition of the
8in the context of a real blockchain synchronization, the node would also need to
download the Snapshot

https://github.com/jpeisenbarth/go-ethereum/tree/DHT-storage
https://github.com/jpeisenbarth/go-ethereum/tree/DHT-storage
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Figure 8: Cumulative block packets sent by the peers to the joining node asking for all blockchain’s data through the DHT.
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Figure 9: Cumulative block packets received by the joining
node asking only for the blockchain’s data it must store

P2P network and localized Sybil attacks that could take the control
over a region of the DHT, thus allowing a denial of service attack
preventing the retrieval of some targeted blocks (eclipse attack)
and/or the propagation of corrupted blocks by malicious peers.

Table 4: Summary of experiment results

Sync mode Option Sync
time

MAD of block
packets sent
by peers

Classic ∅ 27 s 8.5
Complete by

DHT --syncFromDHT 27 s 2.0

Reduced by
DHT --syncFromDHT

--storeInDHT
7 s 0.0

Previous studies [6, 9, 16] have shown the feasibility of an Eclipse
attack to partition the network and expose it to double spending
attacks, but we argue that our solution does not lower the security
against such attack. Indeed, our proposal concerns only the ossified
part of the blockchain (cold storage) : the 30 000 most recent blocks
(hot data) remain available on all peers because they are the most
critical ones allowing the change of the world state.
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Figure 10: Cumulative block packets sent by the peers to the joining node asking only for the blockchain’s data it must store

Against localized Sybil attacks (conducting to eclipse a specific
resource), we oppose three arguments. First, we propose a relatively
high replication factor (1125 as suggested in Section 4). Such a
replication factor is a low assumption, ensuring a very high storage
reliability. It would be very difficult to create enough Sybil nodes
to overtake 1125 legitimate nodes and make a block disappear.
In practice, the replication rate could probably be safely lowered,
but the exponential decrease of space saving makes longer prefix
less interesting, much of the gain being given by the first bits.
Second, some Sybil attack prevention architecture have already
been recommended for Ethereum [5] and a few simple preventive
rules presented in the literature [2] are known to make such attacks
even more costly and unlikely to happen. Third, because the worst
case scenario must always be considered, some nodes with a high
storage capacity can still decide to follow the current storage and
synchronization policy and ultimately act as full backups of the
blockchain in case of a successful attack against a region of the
DHT. Concerning the corruption of old blocks, we can also rely on
the inner security mechanisms of Ethereum that make it almost
impossible to tamper with a block.

Finally, Ethereum’s recent (end of year 2022) switch from proof-
of-work to proof-of-stake does not impact our proposal : the storage
of the blocks is not concerned by this modification and the storage
capacity problem fully remains.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the critical problematic of blockchain’s data
storage. We provided a comprehensive description of Ethereum’s
synchronization and storage strategies through the investigation
of Geth source code and technical writings of the developers. We
explained why there is no point for all nodes to store all blocks
anymore, since they do not execute the transactions contained in
the blocks they download since the introduction of Fast and Snap
synchronizationmodes. So we propose to distribute the ossified part
of the blockchain currently stored in FreezerDB over the Kademlia
DHT that is implemented in all Ethereum clients but not used so
far. We implemented our solution in the official Geth client and
evaluated our new synchronization and storage mode exploiting the
DHT on a small private Ethereum instance. It proved the viability
of our solution that is also fully backward compatible with current
clients. For a replication factor of 1125 peers, this new distributed
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storage strategy can reduce the size of long-term storage for each
peer, which represent 95% of the FreezerDB volume and 58% of the
total volume. At the scale of the whole P2P network, this represents
an overall gain of about 12 PB without reducing in practice the
blockchain reliability.

In our future work, we plan to study the impact of the upcoming
Sharding feature announced by Geth developers which might be
complementary with our approach.
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